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Abstract. This work focuses on real-time multimedia flows from Un-7

manned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) to the ground, presenting and analysing8

the data collected in field trials with a real testbed. The objective of9

the testbed was to assess if a video feed of reasonable quality can be10

provided to the pilot of an UAV to enable Beyond Visual Line of Sight11

(BVLoS) operations, by exploiting the multiple cellular operators avail-12

able. The cellular networks have been used in a multihoming/multipath13

setup, leveraging the variable cell coverage offered by those providers14

in both urban and suburban environments. Taking into account both15

Quality of Service (QoS) and Quality of Experience (QoE) metrics, the16

target parameters we measure in our testbed are: latency, packet error17

rate, and video quality, which accounts for frames integrity, continuity,18

and fluidity. The statistics collected on the field are analysed to check19

which the service level is achieved by implementing a multipath archi-20

tecture. We also provide an analytical framework to characterize the21

error model in a multipath setup and to map it into a resulting QoE22

model. Furthermore, such a mapping allows for opening to future works23

in which sender-side scheduling policies can be used to optimise the use24

of networks resources to target a given QoE level.25
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1 Introduction27

The use of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) is increasingly common in a wide28

spectrum of applications and services [1]. Being connected flying objects that29

can carry things, connect to networks or provide connectivity, monitor areas,30

people, and buildings [2], UAVs can prove to be very versatile, fast-moving,31

and available in a large range of sizes. UAVs are commonly used for monitoring32

activities through video streaming given that high-resolution cameras, fitting33

also on small UAVs, are largely available on the market. In this line, use cases of34

interest, especially considering Beyond Visual Line of Sight (BVLoS) flights, are35

those related to e.g., inspection of power lines [3] - flights in the range of tens of36

kilometers - to spot points in which intervention may be needed; inspection of37

infrastructure, such as railways [4]; or in smart cities for the purposes of traffic38
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monitoring and management, health services, tourism, and goods delivery [5].39

Air-to-ground video feedback is a common solution in the absence of Visual Line40

of Sight (VLoS) [6].41

This work considers scenarios, as those just mentioned, in which real-time42

video streaming from UAVs to ground stations is needed, i.e., the case of latency-43

sensitive applications and services. According to 5G classes of services, such sce-44

narios would fall into Ultra-Reliable and Low Latency Communications (URLLC)45

and enhanced Mobile BroadBand (eMBB) [7]. Further than latency sensitivity,46

we consider as key requirement the QoE at the Ground Control Station (GCS),47

aiming at supporting the pilot on the ground in the case of BVLoS flights. In48

fact, it is most important that the pilot has visual feedback coming from the49

UAV for safety and security reasons, and such feedback must be both reliable50

and real-time. We focus on urban and suburban areas, extending our previous51

contribution in [8], targeting the provision of real-time situational awareness [9],52

requiring minimal loss rate and low delay. The results herein presented are based53

on a real testbed carried out in the city of Pisa, Italy, and its suburban area. We54

exploit multiple Network Interface Cards (NICs) at the sender - a multihoming55

setup - to maximise the probability of always having at least one active link de-56

livering the video flow to the GCS. In fact, poorly served areas (as sometimes the57

case of suburban ones) may cause the links to temporarily drop, as well as heavy58

traffic in others (as sometimes in cities) may be the cause of an unacceptable59

large delay. Both situations are to be avoided in a subcritical scenario as the one60

we consider, thus motivating us to rely on multihoming to increase the probabi-61

lity of having at least one active link, with reduced loss rate and contained delay.62

The use of different cellular networks for air-to-ground multimedia delivery in63

our testbed means that redundant alternative paths are in place between sender64

and receiver, thus increasing the probability of achieving situational awareness.65

We use three sender-side NICs for data transmission over three different public66

cellular networks, delivering traffic to a single NIC on the ground, i.e., at the67

GCS. As highlighted in [10] and actually experienced in our scenario, the various68

paths are not necessarily disjoint, and this can depend on several reasons. In our69

testbed, it is likely that some sections of the fixed infrastructure on the ground70

is shared among different operators in certain areas, meaning that the network71

QoS of the different links may show non-negligible correlations. Eventually, this72

may impact on the achievable QoE, as we show in this paper when mapping QoS73

into QoE.74

Based on those premises, this work provides both a real implementation and75

insights in: (i) the opportunistic use of the access networks of multiple cellular76

Internet Service Providers (ISPs) to deliver a video stream from an UAV towards77

a GCS in a real testbed; (ii) the use of multipath transport to improve the QoE78

at the GCS; (iii) an analytical framework to characterise multipath communi-79

cations; and, finally, (iv) the mapping of QoS statistics into QoE evaluations.80

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 surveys the state of the81

art, focusing on scenarios similar to the one under consideration herein, and on82

the use of multipath techniques to deliver multimedia live streams. Section 383
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provides details on the system configuration used to carry out the testbed and84

the related system parameters. Section 4 introduces to the analytical framework85

proposed in this work, used to characterise the multipath channel and to support86

the mapping of QoS into QoE, which is presented in Section 5. Finally, Section 687

draws the conclusions and opens to future works.88

2 Related Works89

A valuable recollection of use cases leveraging UAVs can be read in [11] - focusing90

on Internet of Things (IoT) scenarios - covering for instance disaster manage-91

ment, traffic monitoring, crowd surveillance, or environmental monitoring [3] and92

agricultural applications [12]. In those scenario, the use of cellular connections is93

typically foreseen, calling for an analysis of the quality of the signal from above.94

In several studies, such as in [13,14], the quality of the signal has been evaluated95

at flying altitudes, showing that 4G connectivity can be effectively used to pro-96

vide wide-area wireless connectivity to UAVs [13], even if limitations should be97

taken into account, like the rapid decrease of the received signal as the altitude98

increases [14]. In order to achieve situational awareness in BVLoS conditions via99

public cellular networks, careful attention is necessary to maximise the probabi-100

lity of video continuity. Further than continuity, the playout delay, i.e., the time101

delay after which a video chunk is played with respect to its generation instant102

at the source side, must be strictly limited to actually provide real-time visual103

context. Novel video coding schemes have been proposed in this regard because104

high-quality video from UAVs to ground users does not yet meet the expected105

QoE according to [15]. In this work, we instead exploit well-established solutions106

for video coding, such as the H.264 standard, relying on the use of a multipath107

setup to meet the desired QoE. The most considered multipath protocol in the108

literature is MultiPath TCP (MP-TCP) [16]. The main advantage of MP-TCP109

is bandwidth aggregation, contrarily to what the Stream Control Transmission110

Protocol (SCTP) does. SCTP is a multihoming protocol using a single link at a111

time, whereas the other link are backup options for reliability purposes. In the112

case of multimedia data delivery, MultiPath RTP (MP-RTP) [17] is the mul-113

tipath version of RTP, the protocol designed for end-to-end, real-time transfer114

of streaming media. The available MP-RTP implementations provide additional115

features, such as the use of Forward Error Correction (FEC) techniques for con-116

gestion control [18] so to shift traffic from congested to less congested paths.117

A valuable survey on the topic of congestion for multipath protocols, including118

those for video streaming, can be read in [19]. MultiPath QUIC (MP-QUIC) [20]119

can be cited as well as emerging multipath solution at the transport layer, of-120

fering encrypted, stream-multiplexed, and low-latency data exchanges. The core121

feature of multipath solutions is that disjoint paths between a sender and a122

receiver can be used as a single logical one to deliver data flows, leveraging net-123

work diversity. A key goal is the increase of available bandwidth, which anyway124

should be pursued by carefully choosing the links to be used to respect any125

latency constraints in the case of latency-sensitive applications. In fact, hetero-126
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geneous networks typically exhibit different network statistics, and multipath127

solutions may offer worse performance when compared with the plain protocol128

versions [17]. The work in [21] proposes a MP-TCP variant using more than one129

path only in the presence of a significant gain, otherwise reverting to the use of130

a single path.131

Live video streaming has been proposed as MP-TCP-based [22,23], i.e., using132

elastic protocols typically used in different scenarios, as for instance IoT ones [24].133

Typically, real-time multimedia streaming does not occur over TCP because the134

constraint posed by live feeds makes unnecessary, if not even detrimental, the use135

of retransmissions in the presence of losses. In the case of elastic protocols, such136

as TCP, homogeneous paths (i.e., links showing comparable network statistics)137

represent a condition for satisfactory performance in multimedia streaming. In138

[10], the authors show how, on the one hand, constant bandwidth on multiple139

paths results in improved video quality with respect to the case of a single path;140

on the other hand, how bandwidth fluctuations harm user experiences. It must141

be noted that MP-TCP suffers from network middleboxes and proxies, thus its142

use may be limited or broken when traversing them.143

Real-time and high-quality video streaming is bandwidth-intensive and delay-144

sensitive [25], and has stringent QoS requirements. In fact, to really achieve145

real-time video streaming, a one-way delay of maximum 150ms should be taken146

into account1. Other key requirements on QoS are related to jitter and packet147

loss rate, which must be as contained as possible for high-quality multimedia148

feeds. The use of FEC-based techniques is a common approach to counter-149

act loss phenomena. Nonetheless, FEC-based multipath protocols in the litera-150

ture are throughput-oriented and video data is scheduled in a content-agnostic151

fashion [25], thus not making them the optimal choice in the case of multime-152

dia streaming. For instance, the work in [26] proposes the use of a XOR-based153

dynamic FEC solution for MP-TCP to lower the probability of retransmissions,154

thus reducing delays due to lost - and then retransmitted - packets. Such a so-155

lution may be of some interest in the case of latency-sensitive applications, but156

the use of FEC impacts on the TCP congestion window - which defines how157

many bytes of data are sent per period - because fresh data may be sacrificed158

in favor of redundancy. Furthermore, a single loss is tolerated per FEC block159

in [26], a solution that, on the one hand, may not be enough in the case of160

burst losses; but, on the other hand, provides low computational overhead and a161

rather simple implementation. It is also worth highlighting that, the higher the162

FEC redundancy, the higher the energy consumption [27]. From the viewpoint163

of the implementations, those in user-space - rather than at different layers of164

the stack - are increasingly common because of the flexibility they can provide165

in different scenarios [26], as we argued in [28] in the case of generic IoT traf-166

fic. As a final note, we acknowledge the increasing use of the DASH (Dynamic167

1 ITU-T G.114 recommends a less than 150 millisecond one-way delay as excellent for
media quality, although delays between 150 and 400 milliseconds are considered as
still acceptable.
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Adaptive Streaming over HTTP) protocol, which is TCP-based, also in the case168

of multipath solutions, as the one proposed in [29].169

When considering both mobility and multipath solutions, the works in [30,31]170

discusses the useful features provided by MP-TCP in this regard, concluding that171

MP-TCP can shield the application layer from the multiple handoffs occurring172

at lower layers because of mobility. In this work, we consider the use of network173

diversity in mobility conditions, taking into account both urban and suburban174

areas. To strengthen the connection reliability, lightweight FEC solutions are175

hrein preferred to more resource-consuming ones, such as network coding, pro-176

posed in similar scenarios [31].177

Finally, we briefly cover the state of the art on how to map the network statis-178

tics (i.e., QoS) into QoE, so opening to sender-side scheduling strategies that tar-179

get a predefined QoS providing a QoE level above a predefined threshold. QoE180

takes into consideration the end-user subjectivity, which depends on QoS and181

other factors; consequently, subjective and objective quality assessment methods182

are needed to model the impact of both technical and non-technical factors, as183

analysed in [32]. Several works [33–35] faced with the definition of mapping QoS184

onto QoE. In [34, 35], the authors discuss learning approaches for both online185

and offline mapping. All the proposed mappings build on quality comparisons186

between the undistorted (source side) video and the potential distorted (destina-187

tion side) video, namely reference and outcome, respectively. The quality of the188

outcome can be rated in terms of Mean Opinion Score (MOS)2 exploiting the189

reference. Whether the reference is available or not defines the following types of190

metrics: Full Reference (FR), No Reference (NR), and Reduced Reference (RR).191

In the case of FR, both subjective and objective comparisons of the outcome with192

the reference can be carried out because both are available at destination. Hence,193

very accurate metrics can be derived. In the case of NR, a quality score must be194

derived from the outcome only, which of course provides poorer information if195

compared with the FR case. In a typical scenario, such as the one under analysis196

in this work, NR-based metrics lack the possibility of discerning between pure197

quality-related issues from any disturbances due to the network [34, 35]. But198

the obtained metrics can be estimated through low-complexity algorithms, thus199

being suitable for online use in resource-constrained and/or real-time settings.200

Man-in-the-loop’s feedback can be collected at the sender in addition to network201

statistics in order to further tune up NR metrics. RR must be considered as the202

case in between FR and NR because of e.g. the availability of a QoE model or of203

data collected in similar scenarios that can be used as reference. In other words,204

the core difference with respect to NR is the possibility to exploit additional205

information at the destination to derive a more meaningful QoE metric.206

2 Recommendation ITU-T J.247, ”Measurement of the quality of service. Objective
perceptual multimedia video quality measurement in the presence of a full reference”,
08/2008.
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3 System Configuration207

In this section, we describe the system configuration used in our real testbed,208

briefly discussing the reference protocol stack in Section 3.1, the hardware setup209

in Section 3.2, and the software setup in Section 3.3.210

3.1 Reference Protocol Stack211

Multihoming consists in the capability of a device of leveraging a set of routes212

provided by two or more ISPs, each one with a distinct IPv4/v6 address for both213

inbound and outbound traffic. RFC 4116 details the IPv4 practices and goals of214

a multihoming architecture that are:215

– redundancy, which can protect a system from some single-point of failure216

(SPOF). The degree of protection relies on the policies applied to intercon-217

nect the system to the providers and how route the information on multiple218

network interfaces;219

– load sharing, which account for how outbound traffic is shared across multiple220

ISPs;221

– policies, which accounts either for the capability of relaying certain types222

of traffic to a given set of ISPs according to some budget rules or for path223

scheduling according to certain QoS metrics;224

– simplicity and scalability since multihoming solutions may require complex225

algorithms that must not jeopardize but instead cope with the scalability of226

a system.227

UAVs-based solutions leveraging multihoming capabilities may also benefit of228

multipath transport protocols, which can enable load sharing or concurrent229

multipath transfer in multihomed systems. For end-to-end multimedia session,230

multipath transport can provide several advantages over a single-path transmis-231

sion, since it can provide higher transmission rate, redundancy between mul-232

tiple paths, and higher reliability. However, multipath protocols require that233

the endpoints must implement and support multipath transport. Establishing234

a multipath transport scenario based on application-level relay (AR) is one of235

the multipath routing methods, proposed in [36] as a general framework for236

multipath transport systems (MPTS-AR). Figure 1 shows the protocol stack,237

which shifts the multipath management to a shim-layer, which accounts for im-238

plementing the relay and redundancy policies other than the multiple sessions239

establishment. MPTS-AR has several advantages: (i) does not require any spe-240

cific application/transport protocol to work, (ii) does not require any modifi-241

cations to the protocol stack to support multipath capabilities, and (iii) opens242

to the use of different protocol flavors on different paths. In this work, such a243

framework can be considered as a reference one, which we implemented as later244

described.245
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Fig. 1: Protocol stack for multipath transport systems with application relay.

3.2 Hardware Setup246

In our setup, three onboard Long-Term Evolution (LTE) routers have been used247

for multihoming, as shown in Figure 2, which also shows the Raspberry Pi (RPi)248

used to collect and transmit the video feed. The RPi is equipped with a camera249

for video streaming, and two USB WiFi dongles in addition to the integrated250

interface. Each WiFi NIC is connected to a different LTE router, so that three251

cellular connections may be used simultaneously during the flight. At the receiver252

side, a laptop acts as GCS for both telemetry and live video stream thanks to the253

open-source software QGroundControl . The receiver has one public IPv4 address.254

For the sake of completeness, the laptop is based on an Intel Core-i7 processor,255

8GB RAM, running Ubuntu Linux. The RPi is a 3B+ model running Raspbian256

Wheezy, and the RPi camera module. Furthermore, the three LTE routers are257

equipped with SIM cards of three different Italian providers: Vodafone, Tim, and258

WindTre.259

3.3 Video streaming setup260

GStreamer is a reference library for video streaming applications: it is an open261

source multimedia platform, available for the most common operating systems262

and embedded platforms, like the RPi. The release installed on both desktop263

and RPi for our experiments is version 1.14.4. Our development efforts have been264

concentrated at the sender side, i.e. the platform onboard the UAV. A Gstreamer-265

based application is composed of a pipeline of software modules, called plugins,266

which implement the needed functional blocks, like encoding and decoding, mux267

and demux, buffering, scaling, dejittering, and data transport. Figure 3 shows268
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Fig. 2: The testbed platform in use: a custom UAV, an RPi equipped with a
camera, and three 4G modems.

the reference transmitting and receiving setup, as well as the use of three cellular269

networks.270

In more details, the video stream is captured through the camera, scaled to a271

resolution of 1024x768 pixels at 10fps, and then compressed with an hardware-272

accelerated H.264 encoder. No adaptive video coding is used at the source, in273

order to account only for the impact of channel coding and channel erasures,274

or out-of-sequence packets. The video stream is parsed and encapsulated into275

Real-time Transport Protocol (RTP) packets, then the application relay (AR)276

enables the multipath feature: RTP packets are replicated on the respective277

paths to avoid SPOF. Such an implementation fulfills the goals in RFC 4116,278

i.e., it provides a lightweight implementation, suitable for constrained devices,279

achieving very low delay. At the receiver side, a dejitter module - part of the

Fig. 3: Transmitting and receiving multipath/multihomed scheme for real-time
multimedia flows from an UAV to a fixed GCS.
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Gstreamer pipeline - has been used to reorder and to remove duplicated packets,280

the latter likely to occur because of the replicas. The maximum allowed latency of281

the dejitter buffer is set to L=0.2 [s] in our setup, i.e., it handles out-of-sequence282

packets delayed up to L [s]. Such a value is a reasonable tradeoff between piloting283

requirements and varying network delay conditions when moving at medium-284

high speed with an UAV. Table 1 summarises the values of the main parameters285

in use3. The target Group of Pictures (GoP) size of the H.264 encoder is set to the286

default GStreamer value of 90 frames. It translates into a high compression ratio,287

but introducing large dependency among contiguous frames. The consequence is288

that, in the case of a partially received video frame because of packet losses, also289

the subsequent frames pertaining to the GoP are affected, lowering the QoE.

Plugin Parameters

videosrc video/x-raw, width = 1024 [px], height = 768 [px]
h264enc target GoP size = 90, target-bitrate = 1 [Mbps]
rtph264pay packet-size = 1432 [B], payload type 96
dejitter latency = 200 [ms]

Table 1: System parameters of the GStreamer pipeline.

290

4 Analytical Framework291

This section introduces the analytical error model for a multipath channel (in292

Section 4.1) and the relative QoS metrics. The impact of the dejitter buffer is293

discussed in Section 4.2, the main network statistics in Section 4.3, and the error294

burst length in Section 4.4.295

4.1 Multipath error model296

We assume the channel model to be governed by a Discrete Time Markov Chain297

(DTMC) at packet level as in [38], whose process is characterized by the evolution298

of two states, Good (G), and Bad (B). We assume that no packet is lost being in299

G, while all packets are lost being in B. The DTMC model captures the bursty300

nature of lossy periods with respect to a Bernoulli model, which cannot model301

the burstiness of wireless and mobile channels. The channel transition of the302

i-path is described by the following transition matrix:303

Ti =

(
PGG,i PGB,i
PBG,i PBB,i

)
,

3 The testbed is driving us into the development of a simulator to further investigate
the impact of said parameters and to further optimise the sender-side scheduling [37].
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where PX,Y,i is the transition probability from state X to state Y in a period of304

time equal to the transmission time Tp of a packet. From the DTMC theory, it305

occurs that:306

PGG,i = 1− PGB,i, PBB,i = 1− PBG,i.

The average packet loss rate can be expressed as:307

PBAD,i =
PGB,i

PGB,i + PBG,i
, (1)

and the average error burst length ebli as:308

ebli =
1

PBG,i
=

1

1− PBB,i
. (2)

In the case of two independent paths characterized by G/B channel states, the309

aggregate behavior of the two paths can be described by means of a four-state310

DTMC, where (G1, G2) is the first state, (G1, B2) the second one, (B1, G2) the311

third one, and (B1, B2) the last one. In a multipath case with two paths, the312

transition matrix T2−mp of the four-states DTMC can be expressed, under the313

hypothesis of independence of the i, j channels, as:314

T2−mp =


PGG,1PGG,2 PGG,1PGB,2 PGB,1PGG,2 PGB,1PGB,2
PGG,1PBG,2 PGG,1PBB,2 PGB,1PBG,2 PGB,1PBB,2
PBG,1PGG,2 PBG,1PGB,2 PBB,1PGG,2 PBB,1PGB,2
PBG,1PBG,2 PBG,1PBB,2 PBB,1PBG,2 PBB,1PBB,2

 . (3)

Then, the stationary state probability distribution is:315

π =


(1− PBAD,1)(1− PBAD,2)

(1− PBAD,1)PBAD,2
PBAD,1(1− PBAD,2)
PBAD,1PBAD,2

 . (4)

Thus, a packet duplicated on both paths is lost if both the channels are in the316

respective B states, that is:317

PBAD,2−mp = PBAD,1PBAD,2. (5)

Analogously to Eq. (2), the resulting error burst length ebl2−mp of the four-state318

DTMC can be expressed as:319

ebl2−mp =
1

1− PBB,1PBB,2
. (6)

In the case of s paths, the DTMC is composed of 2s states and the resulting320

PBAD,s−mp, ebls−mp are given by:321

PBAD,s−mp =

s∏
i=1

PBAD,i (7)
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322

ebls−mp =
1

1−
∏s
i=1 PBB,i

(8)

It is worth nothing that, even relaxing the hypothesis of independence among the323

s-channels in Eq. (7), the product of PBAD,i is replaced by the joint stationary324

probability of having all the s channels in B state. Analogously for the ebls−mp,325

the product of the PBB,i is replaced by the joint transition probability that all326

the s channels remain in B state. Under the hypothesis of independence, it is327

easy to infer that PBAD,s−mp
s→∞−−−→ 0 and ebls−mp

s→∞−−−→ 1. Contrarily, a strong328

correlation between two paths or more implies that one of the two channels is329

not providing any significant advantages in terms of network diversity.330

4.2 Analysis of the Dejitter Buffer331

The dejitter buffer is typically used in the presence of multimedia flows to reduce332

the impact of jitter, so feeding the decoder in evenly spaced intervals despite the333

irregularities due to the network. Its contribution is twofold in our case: on the334

one hand, it allows for reordering out-of-sequence packets and for discarding335

duplicated packets; on the other hand, the dejitter buffer drops packets sitting336

in the queue longer than L [s]. Because of such a behaviour, the dejitter buffer337

may contribute to the packet loss rate as seen by the H.264 decoder with:338

Pdrop = P (∆D > L), (9)

where ∆D is the delay between the arrival time of the out-of-order packet X339

and the instant in which the reordering is successful because the packets before340

X have all been correctly received. If it takes less than L to receive the missing341

packets (successful reordering), then the out-of-order packet is correctly for-342

warded; otherwise (unsuccessful reordering) it is dropped. Therefore, dropped343

out-of-sequence packets contribute to Pdrop. The resulting loss rate seen by a344

H.264 decoder is given by Eqs. (7) and (9) as4:345

Ploss = PBAD,s−mp + (1− PBAD,s−mp)Pdrop, (10)

considering that only packets correctly received (with rate 1− PBAD,s−mp) can346

be discarded because of ∆D > L.347

4.3 Network statistics in experimental trials348

This section describes how the measurement campaign has been conducted and349

provides the statistical analysis of the collected QoS parameters. The experimen-350

tal testbed involves an urban and a suburban route, which are shown separately351

in Figure 4 to highlight the higher density of the Evolved Nodes B (eNBs) in352

the urban part (see Figure 4b) than in the suburban part (see Figure 4a). Fur-353

thermore, the suburban part considers uphill location, thus providing cellular354

4 As in the case of Eq. (7), also Eq. (10) is applicable if the delay process on each of
the s paths is assumed as independent from the other ones.
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(a) suburban path (Calci, Pisa) (b) urban path (Pisa)

Fig. 4: 3D maps of the real testbed. The path is marked in yellow, the eNBs in
blue.

connectivity in Line of Sight (LoS) conditions with several distant eNBs. In355

our testbed, the main constraint while moving was the availability of cellular356

connectivity. In the following, we present the one-way delay and the latency357

accumulated by packets sitting in the dejitter buffer.358

Figure 5 shows the one-way delay of each network. It is shown for both359

suburban and urban scenarios in Figures 5a and 5b, respectively. It is worth360

noting that both Tim and Vodafone operators share a similar average value (≈30-361

40ms) most of the time in the urban scenario, while WindTre shows a different362

behaviour. All the operators behaves in a very similar way in the suburban363

scenario.364

Figure 6 shows the survivor function of the delay accumulated by out-of-365

sequence packets: the dejitter buffer forwards the first-come copy of each packet366

(using the sequence number). However, different paths are likely to introduce367

different latencies, as shown in Figure 5. Taking into account the maximum368

tolerated latency L, there is a non-null probability that the accumulated latency369

may exceed such a value, as shown in Figure 6.370

Table 2 shows the traffic share among the three operators, i.e., which fraction371

of the data used by the H.264 decoder comes from Vodafone, Tim, or WindTre,372

respectively. The testbed in the urban scenario confirms that the packets de-

scenario operator traffic sharing

U Tim 0.3039
U Vodafone 0.3309
U WindTre 0.3651

SU Tim 0.3203
SU Vodafone 0.3398
SU WindTre 0.3398

Table 2: Fraction of received traffic via each cellular network (after the dejitter
buffer).
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(a) suburban scenario

(b) urban scenario

Fig. 5: Empirical Cumulative Distribution Function (ECDF) of the one-way
delay.
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Fig. 6: Empirical survivor function of the latency accumulated by out-of-
sequence packets in the dejitter buffer.

livered by WindTre had experienced a lower one-way delay than the other two373

operators. However, the sharing among the operators remains relatively fair be-374

cause the distributions of the one-way delays are comparable. Regarding the375

suburban scenario, the distributions of the one-way delays are almost identical376

and this is reflected by the almost perfect sharing ratio among the operators.377

The error loss processes experienced on each path in both the scenarios are in378

Table 3: they report the underlying DTMC processes as estimated from the379

dataset. In addition, Table 3 reports the estimated DTMC process as seen after380

the dejitter buffer, i.e. after multiplexing, reordering, and filtering of the three381

flows.382

4.4 Error burst length383

The error burst length ebl can be calculated using Eq. (8), which provides the384

values of 7 [pkts] and of 1.2 [pkts] before the dejitter buffer, and 1.018 [pkts] and385

1.000 [pkts] after the dejitter buffer for the urban and suburban case, respectively.386

The differences in the error burst lengths capture the intrinsic decorrelating387

nature of a multipath system that not only works in difference of space, but388

also of time. In fact, different delays are experienced by the replicas in different389

paths. This effect significantly contributes in reducing the error correlation on390

consecutive RTP packets within the dejitter buffer. According to Eq. 2 in [39],391

the resulting one-step-correlation ρ between two consecutive packets in a DTMC392

is given by:393

ρ = PBB + PGG − 1, (11)
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scenario operator Ti Πi

U Vodafone

(
0.9965 0.0035
0.0294 0.9706

) (
0.8944
0.1056

)
U WindTre

(
0.9997 0.0003
0.0185 0.9815

) (
0.9879
0.0121

)
U Tim

(
0.9783 0.0217
0.0999 0.9001

) (
0.8216
0.1784

)
U Aggregated

(
0.9818 0.0182
0.9816 0.0184

) (
0.9818
0.0182

)
SU Vodafone

(
0.9997 0.0003
0.5455 0.4545

) (
0.9994
0.0006

)
SU WindTre

(
0.9997 0.0003
0.5455 0.4545

) (
0.9994
0.0006

)
SU Tim

(
0.9881 0.0119
0.1932 0.8068

) (
0.9421
0.0579

)
SU Aggregated

(
0.99988 0.00012
0.99974 0.00026

) (
0.99992
0.00008

)
Table 3: Transition matrices and stationary probabilities, after the dejitter
buffer, of the empirical DTMC model of the channels of the three operators in
the urban (U) and suburban (SU) scenarios, as well as the resulting aggregated
channel.

Therefore, the resulting ρi for both urban (U) and suburban (SU) cases are394

respectively calculated as: ρU = 0.832 and ρSU = 0.152. By solving the equation395

system composed of Eqs. (7), (8), and (11), the error burst length ebli can be396

expressed in terms of PBAD,i and ρi as:397

ebli =
1

(1− ρi)(1 + PBAD,i)
, (12)

which fully characterizes the error process paired with Eq. (10) [40]. In fact,398

limiting ρ, i.e., reducing the burstiness of error sequences on packets, translates399

into the need for lower redundancy to protect the information [39].400

5 Mapping Quality of Service into Quality of Experience401

In the use case under consideration, quantifying the feeling of a remote operator402

about the received video feedback, in terms of QoE, becomes crucial towards the403

mapping of the latter with respect to QoS. A reference metric used to measure404

the feeling of a user about a video is based on MOS evaluations, performed405

using the statistical inference on the opinion scores, usually within a five-point406

interval, such as {bad, poor, fair, good, excellent}. QoE can be affected by video407

artifacts, missing frames, poor fluidity, and so on, which mainly depend from QoS408

parameters such as packet loss, delay, jitter, and maximum tolerable latency.409
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5.1 Analytical model410

In [41, 42], the authors discuss the results of a metric, suitable for mobile net-411

works, which maps QoS into QoE as follows:412

QoE = k1 −
k2

1 + (k3Q )η
, (13)

with k1, k2 defining the maximum and the minimum value of QoE, with Q and
{k3, η} instead depending on both network QoS and used video encoder. The
model in Eq. (13) is also adopted in [43] to analyse the mapping between QoS
and QoE in a video streaming scenario, where QoS is assumed to be a function
of the loss rate; we adhere to the same assumption in what follows. The para-
meter Q in Eq. (13), which is the Non-Decodable Frame Rate, is defined as the
complementary of that in [44], which is the ratio of the number of non-decodable
frames to the total number of frames sent by a video source. The works in [43,44]
analyse scenarios in which a sequence of interdependent MPEG-based encoded
frames are transmitted (as in our case), assuming that the propagation of the
spatial error due to packet loss impacts on the frames that are dependent on
a given previous frame. The MPEG streams are sequences of GoPs, which in
turn are sequences of I, P, and B frame types. The loss of even a single packet
may cause a video frame to be undecodable, according to [43, 44]. In turns, it
means that I frames in a GoP are successfully decoded only if all packets are
correctly received. A P frame is decodable only if the preceding I or P frames
are successfully decoded and the packets delivering the P frame are successfully
received. Finally, the B frames in a GoP are decodable only if the preceding and
succeeding I or P frames are both successfully decoded and all the B packets are
successfully received. Hence, in the case of MPEG-based video, the expected Q
value can be analytically evaluated as a function of the loss rate:

Q = 1− Ndec
NI +NP +NB

(14)

Ndec = NdecI +NdecP +NdecB

where the summation at the denominator is the total number of the I, P and B413

frames that compose the video flow, and the numerator is the the number of the414

successfully decoded frames. The number of decodable I, P and B frames can be415

evaluated as:416

NdecI = (1− Ploss)INGoP (15)
417

NdecP = (1− Ploss)INGoP
nP∑
i=1

(1− Ploss)i·P (16)

NdecB = [(1− Ploss)I+nPP +

nP∑
i=1

(1− Ploss)i·P (1− Ploss)B ]

(M − 1)(1− Ploss)I+BNGoP (17)
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where NGoP is the number of GoPs in the video flow; I, P and B are the average418

number of packets composing frames I, P and B in a GoP, respectively; nP and419

nB are the average numbers of P and B frames in a GoP, respectively; and M−1420

is the average number of B frames between I-P or P-P frames. Table 4 shows421

the results coming from our testbed, highlighting that only I and P frames were422

in use.

Frame Type

I P B

Avg. frames per GoP 1 55 0

Avg. RTP packets per frame 10 6 0

Table 4: Average real GoP size (our testbed).

423

5.2 Testbed results424

In this section, we provide the evaluation of the perceived video quality at the425

GCS, according to Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR), Structural SIMilarity426

(SSIM), and MOS evaluations [45]. The values can be read in Table 5. The427

PSNR and SSIM metrics have been calculated for each operator and also for the428

aggregated flow to highlight the advantages provided by the use of a multipath429

setup. We highlight how the aggregated case in the suburban scenario has an430

overall evaluation equal to the one provided by the best performing operator,431

i.e. WindTre: in fact, in a case like this, the use of a multipath solution provides432

a negligible advantage. Conversely, a significant improvement is visible in the433

urban scenario, in which the multipath setup provides a good advantage with434

respect to the case of single operators, highlighting how the proposed setup can435

be useful to minimise the impact of temporarily poor performing links (i.e.,436

Tim), thanks to the network diversity.437

Furthermore, we map QoS into QoE according to Eq. (13). In this respect,438

we rely on PSNR only (thus neglecting SSIM) in order to be coherent with the439

model in Eqs. (15), (16), and (17). Table 6 reports the mapping among MOS,440

PSNR, and Ploss calculated as follows: given the mapping between the MOS441

evaluations and the PSNR values in Table 5, we derive the PSNR ranges for442

given MOS value as in Table 6. Then, the video feeds have been fragmented to443

obtain short video sections each exhibiting only PSNR values falling into one of444

the five MOS intervals. In this way, Ploss can be calculated and mapped with445

the average PSNR value per video fragment; the results of such a procedure can446

be read in Table 6. This mapping has been used to determine the two thresholds447

QoS1 and QoS2 shown in Figure 7 and presented in what follows. Referring to448

Eq. (13), the parameters to be estimated are: k1, set to the maximum QoE value449

k1 = 5; k2, set to the minimum QoE value k2 = 1; η, which determines the slope450

of the curve in Fig. 7; and k3, which is related to both the difference k2−k1 and451
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operator bad/poor fair good/excellent avg PSNR avg SSIM MOS

(U) Vodafone 7.1% 2.4% 90.0% 46.85 0.86 good
(U) WindTre 6.9% 0.7% 92.4% 45.49 0.88 good
(U) Tim 41.8% 0.7% 57.5% 33.23 0.59 poor

(U) Aggregated 7.0% 0.3% 92.7% 47.6 0.93 excellent

(SU) Vodafone 7.0% 2.3% 90.7% 46.93 0.90 good
(SU) WindTre 11.9% 0.1% 88.0% 47.41 0.92 excellent
(SU) Tim 18.0% 1.0% 81.0% 43.14 0.82 good

(SU) Aggregated 6.3% 0.1% 93.6% 47.46 0.92 excellent

Table 5: Statistics on the per-frame video quality based on PSNR [dB] (5th
column) and SSIM (6th column) metrics in both urban (U) and suburban (SU)
scenarios. The 2nd, 3rd, and 4th columns report the shares of video frames per
opinion score. A subjective evaluation is shown in the last column according to
the UAV pilot.

MOS bad poor fair good excellent

PSNR (dB)
< 20 ≥ 20 ≥ 30 ≥ 40 ≥ 50

< 30 < 40 < 50

Ploss
≥ 0.25 ≥ 0.2 ≥ 0.1 ≥ 0.05

< 0.25 < 0.2 < 0.1 < 0.05

Table 6: Mapping MOS evaluation into PSNR values with respect to Ploss.

Fig. 7: Mapping QoS into QoE as a function of the Ploss parameter: target GoP
size versus real (measured) GoP size.
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the slope of the curve. Hence, determining the thresholds [QoS1, QoS2] limits452

the range of values within which the parameter η can be chosen; the same goes453

for the parameter k3, which also depends on k2 − k1 as said before. The derived454

values are: k2 = 990, k3 = 1.1818, and η = 33. Thus, Figure 7 shows the relative455

mapping of the QoS into QoE, with the QoS degrading when moving from QoS1456

to QoS2. The region of very high QoE (excellent), up to QoS1, represents the457

case of a slight degradation of QoS with negligible effects on QoE. When the458

QoS degradation falls within [QoS1, QoS2] (i.e., the second region), QoE start459

decreasing (ranging from good to poor). Finally, once passed the threshold QoS2460

(third region), the QoE should be considered as bad, that is, unacceptable QoE461

causing users to give up on the service. According to the model presented in462

Section 5.1, QoS is presented in Fig. 7 as a function of Ploss, according to curve463

related to the target GoP size (90 frames as per Table 1).464

5.3 Additional Considerations and Future Challenges465

Fig. 7 also shows the curve calculated by using the real GoP size (56 frames466

as per Table 4). It is evident that the target size defines a lower bound for467

such a mapping because of its higher value, which would translate into higher468

dependency among consecutive frames, thus generating higher spatial error rates469

per given Ploss. Once such a mapping is available, a further improvement can be470

achieved through learning-based sender-side policies to be implemented: when471

no data are available, the target GoP size can be used as a lower bound for QoE.472

Then, in the presence of a feedback loop - as typically done with video streaming473

- both the loss rate and the GoP size can be estimated, in turns allowing for474

a finer tuning of the model parameters. Such a mechanism can lead to a more475

efficient use of the network links (for instance, using a subset of links) to optimise476

the use of resources while contemporary satisfying the video quality objective.477

6 Conclusions478

In this work, we have presented the results of a real testbed to deliver real-time479

air-to-ground multimedia feeds. The use cases of interest are those involving the480

use of UAVs in BVLoS conditions. We have presented an analytical framework481

to model the error in a multihoming/multipath setup, leveraging multiple phy-482

sical channels (three cellular connections in our testbed), in order to derive QoS483

parameters of interest for a real-time multimedia system, such as loss rate and484

error burst length. Such a framework is complemented by the analytical mapping485

of QoS into QoE, and the measurements collected in the real testbed have been486

used to show how a multihoming/multipath system, as the one herein proposed,487

can be used to target a given QoE at the GCS. When network diversity can be488

fully exploited, the performance gain provided by such a setup is significant. In489

future works, we will consider the use of reinforcement learning to automatically490

adapt the scheduling strategy to the network conditions.491
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